List of Characters for the Host
EXPANSION PACK #2
8 optional players, all with flexible gender

.
Note: some of the relationships are not outlined for you to have flexibility on how to assign characters. The Degorys are child-parent.
The Peregrine is a family that lives together – could be mother, father, older children or could be a family of siblings, cousins, etc.
The Minters do not live together, but they are all in Parsnip Oaks neighborhood, nevertheless.

CHARACTER

oceanus
degory
Ecologist

OPTIONAL
either

Demaris degory
Editor, Mayflower
Falls Daily
OPTIONAL
either

Leiden
peregrine
Mystery Shopper
OPTIONAL
either

holland
peregrine
Dietitian
OPTIONAL
either

Steele
peregrine
Talent Agent
OPTIONAL
either

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED ATTIRE

Otherwise known as nature’s superhero, Oceanus Degory works
tirelessly to study relationships between the environment and all
that affects it to preserve its glory. Oceanus patrols the
neighborhood, hunting for ecological violations. Oceanus will
report any contraventions to the HOA manager and follows up to
ensure that penalties and fines have been assessed. Oceanus is
the child of Demaris Degory – an overbearing helicopter parent
who is rumored to cut Oceanus’s meat at the dinner table still.
A notorious two-face who would betray anyone, Demaris Degory
is the ruthless editor-in-chief at the Mayflower Falls Daily
newspaper. Demaris would do anything for a killer story, so if
you are hiding skeletons in your closet, you better get triple locks
for the door.
Demaris is the parent of Oceanus. They often quarrel in public
over Demaris’s overbearing personality. Demaris is what they
refer to as a helicopter parent.

Poison Ivy costume
for a female, and a
safari/nature inspired
costume for a male.
You love plants, so
incorporate them into
your costume in any
manner.

Modest with an ongoing refusal to boast when appropriate,
Leiden Peregrine is the meek mystery shopper of Mayflower
Falls. Leiden doesn’t travel much outside of Parsnip Oaks
neighborhood, as making friends is not suitable for a mystery
shopper. Leiden has agreed to come to the Dread’s party for
Thanksgiving. Everyone was shocked by Leiden’s RSVP.

Hooded cloak. You
are mysterious and
don’t realize that
wearing a cloak
makes you stand out
when you are trying
to be inconspicuous.

Extremely emotional and streams tears at the drop of a hat,
Holland Peregrine is a dietitian at the Mayflower Falls Wellness
Center. Holland can’t help but analyze what others put into their
bodies and strains to keep a tight lip about their poor food
choices. It can become mentally draining to eat in front of
Holland.
Holland and Leiden avoid each other as much as possible, but
it’s difficult at times since the Peregrines live together.
Steele is the sleepy talent agent who is always found napping
like a house cat. Steele represents many celebrities with projects
at Dream World Entertainment, a film lot in Mayflower Falls
where many blockbuster films are made. Steele has a few
lawsuits ongoing against the film lot and producers for breaches
of contract with Steele’s high maintenance celebs. If they have a
line in the agreement about sorting M&M colors in the green
room candy bowls, the producers must get it done.
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Cheesy business
attire. Short-sleeved
button-up, bowtie,
polyester leisure suit.
Thick, black-rimmed
glasses as an
optional accessory.

Workout – fitness
attire. You are always
exercising and trying
to stay fit. Want to
cheese it up? Wear
sweatbands!
Trendy, fashionable
attire. Optional: If you
have one, bring a
neck pillow (like you
use on a plane). You
love to get quick
naps.

Greer
peregrine
Pianist
OPTIONAL
either

sloan minter
Ranch Hand
OPTIONAL
either

Arden minter
Nurse

OPTIONAL
either

Greer is the extremely loyal pianist who would do almost
anything for friends and family. Greer teaches music at
Mayflower Falls High School by day and performs piano sets on
the weekends at the Winston Concert Hall. Greer has amassed
a following in town, as the seats remain filled each weekend.
The others in the Peregrine family sometimes get annoyed with
Greer, as s/he doesn’t help with house chores. Greer complains
that s/he works too many hours and needs to relax at home.
A known survivalist who hunts at every available minute away
from the ranch, Sloan is a dedicated ranch hand at the Southfork
Ranch on the outskirts of town. Sloan speaks with a thick
southern accent and stares uncomfortably at others while sizing
them up. Sloan has an active mind and sometimes doesn’t
realize that s/he is glaring at someone.
A ghastly driver who causes accidents on a frequent basis,
Arden Minter is a nurse at the Mayflower Falls General Hospital.
Arden is so awful at driving - the neighborhood HOA started a
GoFundThem account to encourage Arden to take Ubers instead
of getting behind the wheel of a car. Arden has taken great
offense to this campaign and refuses to accept the money.
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Tuxedo or black suit
(male). Females wear something you’d
perform in (i.e. sequin
gown), as you
performed this
morning at a nursing
home for
Thanksgiving.
Cowboy or cowgirl
costume.

Nurse costume or just
medical scrubs is fine
for either gender.
Nobody really wears
the cliché nurse
uniform anymore 😉😉

